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 71 Hz*
Brain activity when developing 
excellent concepts for your projects

*Electroencephalography 
(EEG) can be used to 
measure the brain’s  
electrical activity by 
recording voltage 
fluctuations on the  
surface of the head.  
Signals in the frequency 
range between 38 and  
70 Hz (“gamma waves”) 
occur during demanding 
activities involving a  
high information flow.

Excellent concepts: h&z´s business consultants have already proven their outstanding expertise in 

business transformation consultancy in more than 1200 projects – and their particular empathy and 

intuition are apparent every time..

h&z – because business transformation requires not just brains, but also intuition.
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In 2015, our annual Sourcing Roundtables took place in Hong Kong and 

Shanghai on the topic “the Future of the Buying Office in China”. In these highly 

informative discussions, a variety of inputs and point of views were exchanged 

by participants with more than 700 years of accumulated experience in doing 

business in and with China and the Asia-Pacific Region. 

Key aspects discussed are increasing volatility and slower growth, the change 

of peoples’ behavior and aspirations as well as the influence of technology and 

innovations as key drivers of change. As a conclusion from the discussions, 

the role of the buying center will become more strategic, especially by 

developing and deploying innovative category strategies. Their traditional 

role will be upgraded so that they become an integral strategic part of the 

global procurement management organizations. 

The insights of the participating industry leaders and experts have been 

compiled, reflected on and supplemented with Fiducia (our local partner with 

over 30 years’ experience in China) and h&z research intelligence and experience 

from the consulting practice. 

We hope that with the results we share herewith, you will be able to challenge 

your own views and can apply these thoughts to your future planning. 

Ihr Ralf Schulz  

(Partner)

Editorial

Ralf Schulz is a Partner at h&z 
and head of the procurement and 
supply chain group. In addition, he 
has been supporting and managing 
procurement projects for h&z for over 
14 years. Over the past two decades 
he gained extensive project and 
consulting experience in associations, 
technology companies and  international 
corporations around the globe.  
He supports his international customer 
base from the h&z office in Munich.
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Understanding the Impact  
of the “New Normal” 
To answer the question of “the Future of the Buying Offices”, the current situation of the global 
market needs to be considered. What are the big actual trends today? How are they impacting corporates 
acting on a global scale? How will both customers and suppliers take decisions in the future?
We identified three main areas of major relevance and importance:

1. The New Normal: increasing volatility and slower growth 
2. Significant social trend: change of peoples’ behavior and aspirations
3. Technology and innovations are the key driver of change

1.  The “New normal”:  
Increasing Volatility and Slower Growth

The single biggest concern affecting the future buying office in China is currency volatility. The “New 
normal” means a depreciation of the Euro against the RMB (and the USD) of 15%-20% in the future 
compared to August 2014 (see Figure 1). The currency effect (only partially mitigated by the aggressive 
move of the People's Bank of China in mid-August 2015), combined with increasing price levels 
independent of currency depreciation, will bring new regions to the forefront. 
Although increases in unit costs are lower than expected, according to the roundtable participants, 
they are accompanied by increases in rental, energy, finance and, most importantly, labor costs. These 
increasing costs are only partially offset by productivity and efficiency gains or raw material price 
decreases.

The second component of the “New normal” is the adjustment to slower growth. Manufacturing, 
property development and other key drivers of the economy are all slowing down (see Figure 2). China 
is attempting the delicate transition from an economy based on internal and external investment, to 
one based on domestic purchasing power and internal consumption. In other words, the Chinese 
government wants China to become a more attractive market for local suppliers.

The most disruptive factor is currency volatility.
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The implications of this changing landscape on the buying office are varied:
• First, sourcing in Europe is now back on par with China in terms of financials, which is what engineering 
and R&D departments had been waiting for. This now means there is a second-source purchasing 
option available in the Euro-influenced area. This will not only make room for price benefits and 
logistical advantages, but will also mitigate volatility and reduce the risk of dependency on China.

• Second, risk management is rapidly moving to the top of the CPO’s agenda. According to a recent 
survey, managing volatility and risk will be the second most important focus areas (38%) for procurement 
executives over the next two years.1 

•  Lastly, the question of which country will replace China remains. By clamping down on Hong Kong, 
China has inevitably been driving business to Singapore. Both Hong Kong and Singapore offer logistical 
advantages and skilled white-collar workers. However, due to their size, they will not be able to match 
China’s manufacturing power. Taking the highly price-sensitive textile industry as an example, three 
quarters of sourcing executives from apparel companies said they are reducing their sourcing share 
in China and switching to largely untapped low-cost countries (LCCs) in Southeast Asia and Africa, 
while others are looking for ways to boost the productivity of their current suppliers.2  

The EU is the new low-cost region.

Figure 1: The value of the EUR against the USD and RMB is highly volatile,  
falling between 15% and 20% compared to August 2014
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2.  Significant Social Trends:  
Changing Behavior and Aspirations 

Like the economy, Chinese society is also undergoing rapid transformation and 2015 was a landmark 
year. For the first time in decades, the working population started to shrink. In parallel to this, the 
dependency ratio (ratio of dependent, non-working people to working people) began to rise (see  
Figure 3). This is a situation that will need to be addressed by the Chinese government and the 
domestic manufacturing sector.

Figure 2: Latest data points across a broad range of indicators 
are significantly below their 4-year averages
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Parents worked hard and say they did so because they don’t  
want their kids to work in a factory.
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Compounding the problems associated with a shrinking workforce are the issues raised by 
changes in behavior and aspirations. The following examples illustrate this.

• The “education paradox”: China had 7.3m graduates in 2014 (compared to just 1m in 2000). According 
to estimates, 900,000 of these graduates are pursuing engineering degrees (compared to 80,000 in 
the USA)3. Factory workers do not want their children to experience the same working conditions as 
they did. Despite the increasing number of qualified workers, 51.2% of human resource departments 
struggle to fill vacancies for professional and technical staff 4. 

• The “mobility paradox”: China is a “mobile-first” country: as of June 2014, the percentage of internet 
users accessing via mobile grew to 83.4%, surpassing the percentage of users who access the internet 
via PCs (69.6%).5  However, this mobility is not reflected in the labor market. Compared to a growing 
trend in other parts of the world, anecdotal evidence from the roundtable participants suggests that 
today, very few Chinese organizations are able to deal with home offices or the increasing flexibility 
needs of expats. This means that the predominantly unskilled migrant workers moving from rural 
areas to major economic centers are the only factor of flexibility in the Chinese labor market.

Figure 3: China’s working population is expected to shrink, 
starting from 2015

Source: UN World  
Population Prospects
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• The “regulatory paradox”: On the one hand, lax or non-existent environmental standards and the 
low standards of sourcing governance are often cited as key obstacles to sourcing in China.6  On the 
other hand, as China makes progress on these issues, the job of the buying office will become further 
complicated. European customers, for example, expect products to be manufactured sustainably but 
are not willing to pay the increased price that this entails. Who will then, ultimately, pay this price  – 
suppliers or the Chinese government? Furthermore, better governance means increased bureaucracy 
and, among other considerations, longer lead times to buy from new suppliers as well as higher 
sourcing costs. 

3.  Technology and Innovations  
Are the Key Drivers of Change

Inevitably, the economic and social trends highlighted in this report will have an impact on the way 
Chinese companies need to operate if they are to stay competitive in the global sourcing market.

With this in mind, the Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) drafted a 10-
year plan called “Made in China 2025”. This plan was inspired by Germany’s “Industry 4.0” plan, with 
additional ideas coming from similar Japanese and US programs. China’s effort is, by necessity, much 
broader in scope. China needs a bigger plan because it has to compete with Industry 4.0 initiatives 
and automation in developed countries, which will further reduce the cost advantage of LCC countries. 
Its guiding principles are to have innovation-driven manufacturing, increase indigenous innovation, 
emphasize quality over quantity, enforce green development, rebalance the structure of Chinese 
industry, and nurture human talent. The ultimate goal is a comprehensive upgrade of the Chinese 
manufacturing industry, making it more efficient and integrated, so that it can occupy the upper 
echelons of global production chains. 

Efficiency doesn't start with machines, it ends with machines –  
and those machines need to be simple.

Consumer-driven demand is not the same as real innovation.
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Key tasks:
• improving manufacturing innovation
• integrating technology and industry
• strengthening the industrial base
• fostering Chinese brands
• enforcing green manufacturing
• promoting breakthroughs in 10 key sectors
•  advancing restructuring of  

the manufacturing sector
•  promoting service-oriented manufacturing 

and manufacturing-related service industries
•  internationalizing manufacturing

Key sectors:
• information technology
• numerical control tools and robotics
• aerospace equipment
•  ocean engineering equipment and 

 high-tech ships
• railway equipment
• energy saving and new energy vehicles
• power equipment
• new materials
• medicine and medical devices
• agricultural machinery

Made in China 2025 
 2025

China is starting to focus on productivity gains such as lean management and lean production. The 
first productivity gains can be seen through automation and increased efficiency (but also decreases 
in margins will be accepted). These steps are necessary because labor costs will keep increasing, the 
working-age population will shrink and willingness to work in factories will decrease.
There are two key challenges that China will face on the road to 2025:

• First, the lack of technology has become blatant as the country's traditional cost-advantage is 
disappearing. To tackle this, the state will use more than financial and fiscal tools to support the 
creation of manufacturing innovation centers. This plan relies more than ever on market institutions, 
strengthening IP rights protection for SMEs and allowing companies to work together to develop key 
technologies. 

• The second key question is: how do Chinese companies take innovation from the laboratory and the 
supplier market into the consumer market? Compared to companies in developed economies, where 
70% of their research efforts end up in practice, the figure is only 30% in China.  Through better IP 
rights protection and the creation of channels to take technology beyond the laboratory, China hopes 
to solve this problem. Innovation from LCCs is bound to increase further to satisfy more refined demand 
(e.g. Chinese robotics manufacturers are not able to replace Japanese parts with Chinese parts). 

But what does all this mean for the buying office of the future?
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Conclusions and Expectations

In a nutshell, many challenges lie ahead of the existing structures and activities of buying offices in 
Asia. The following questions need to be answered:

  How should ongoing currency volatilities and disruptive political situations be approached?
	 	What is the strategy if “local for local” is not cost competitive anymore?
	  What is a buying office’s selling proposition in the future?
	 	What are the skill requirements versus abilities and talents?

1. Be Flexible and Alert
The world is changing fast. Big Data and analytics will become “substitutes” for staff, price transparency 
will be immediately available through online platforms, software (not hardware) will be the future 
differentiating factor and new ways of working are changing the way the procurement office operates. 
Attracting the right people - with an affinity for new technologies and an entrepreneurial mindset - will 
be more important than ever before. The sourcing office will have a future in China, but the question 
is, will Europeans still be there?

The following examples highlight some of these issues.
• A German hardware retailer moved its international purchasing office from Shenzhen to Hong Kong 
because rental costs were lower there and it offered a wider pool of skilled people.

… things will also get more expensive.

The future of the buying office lies  in its ability to adapt and change.
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• A large French retailer is considering opening a buying office in Hong Kong, because the city is 
seen as the center of Asia. The business infrastructure in Hong Kong also means that it facilitates 
transactions more effectively and it is better equipped to react quickly to changing circumstances. 
In addition, the company in question runs a “consolidated partners” program (preferred suppliers) in 
which resources are provided to suppliers to work on cost drivers, Kaizen and lean manufacturing and 
other initiatives. The initial focus was on cost and production technology but has now been extended 
to innovation.

•	 Another	company	taking	part	in	the	roundtable	said	it	is	looking	at	Singapore	as	an	alternative	to	
Hong Kong. An analysis carried out by this company showed that there are attractive incentives on 
offer in Singapore, including tax reductions and access to a large pool of white collar workers, among 
others. 

2. Reinvent the Business Model

The buying office is becoming more collaborative. Vertical integration, such as in auditing, is continuing 
the forward integration that has been going on for years. Twenty years ago the role of many buying 
offices was simply to buy goods and make sure the same goods were actually shipped (as opposed to 
containers filled with bricks or newspapers, according to one roundtable participant!). Today, its role is 
much more complex, and the buying office finds itself dealing with quality standards, ensuring design 
and manufacturing specifications are accurate, as well as compliance, legal and tax issues, for example. 

Large Chinese suppliers are now exporting on their own, as opposed to being reliant on overseas 
buying offices. There is much less pressure as demand locally and in ASEAN is rising. As the desire 
for better quality products increases in China, exporting suppliers, which are used to fulfilling higher 
expectations and standards, have a distinct advantage when supplying domestic demand. The 
buying office can and should also use its expertise as a “two-way hub” or “selling office”, connecting 
Chinese firms to European suppliers or extending cooperation with external partners using its longer 
presence in the region and wider local network. The procurement office’s future role is less and less 
administrative and increasingly integrated with other functions. As risk, volatility, sustainability, and 
quality concerns grow, the role of the buying office is to deliver trust into the supply chain. 

Companies that once depended on exports have become more 
interested in local markets and less in selling their goods overseas.
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3. Move Forward with the Innovation Agenda

The buying office is taking on a more central role in securing innovation. On the one hand, it needs 
to understand customer requirements and include such factors in the decision-making process. On 
the other hand, it needs to actively collaborate with suppliers in the development phase to push 
innovation to the market (e.g. innovative supplier award). In this context, hardware will become a 
commodity, software is the future and new business models must evolve. 

First milestones of this development can be seen in the automotive industry, where a  claim for a car 
of a new car series has switched from “sheer driving pleasure” to “best connectivity.“ Another example 
of how software is gaining importance comes from another large OEM that is now focusing strongly 
on the Internet of Things and Big Data. The impact for sourcing offices is significant as software is 
not a traditional area of expertise for them. As demand in the local market increases and export to 
Europe decreases because it is less and less attractive, the USP of the buying office in China will be 
its promise to deliver input for innovation and quality. Another strategic decision the buying office 
will increasingly face is managing “make-or-buy” decisions in order to secure its own innovations.

All in all, we expect buying offices, which are at the forefront of adding value to the 
business, to become more strategic, especially by developing and deploying innovative 
category strategies. Their traditional role will be upgraded so that they become an integral 
strategic part of global procurement management organizations.

 After negotiating for two to three years we have now reached  
the limits – there are no further benefits to be gained.
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Company profiles 
h&z Business Consulting 
h&z Business Consulting has been providing management consulting services since 1997 – 
with head, heart and hand. The company is one of Europe’s leading management consultancies 
focusing on business strategy & optimisation, procurement, supply chain management, technology 
& innovation, sales & growth, service and training. h&z has offices in Munich, Düsseldorf, 
Dubai, Vienna and Zurich. Customers include twenty of the DAX 30 companies and a number 
of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 98% of customers mandate h&z repeatedly.  
As a member of the Transformation Alliance, h&z is part of an international network with over 420 
consultants in twelve locations.
h&z is one of Germany’s best places to work, having received the Great Place to Work award  
several times.

Find out more at www.huz.de.

Fiducia – our Bridge to China
In their capacity as cooperation partner Fiducia Management Consultings facilitates the business 
interests of h&z and their clients within the Chinese economic area.  Due to its longstanding experience, 
the company has both a large network of international partners, as well as excellent understanding of 
the Chinese market. Using their profound knowledge of the complexity of Chinese economy, Fiducia 
facilitates international companies in their economic objectives. Fiducia is an independent company, 
led by the founding-family Kracht. Over 100 employees  work at the strategically convenient locations 
in Beijing, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Shenzhen.

Find out more at www.fiducia-china.com/de
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